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RFID Handbook: Fundamentals and Applications in Contactless Smart Cards, Radio Frequency Identification and Near-Field CommunicationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	This is the third revised edition of the established and trusted RFID Handbook; the most comprehensive introduction to radio frequency identification (RFID) available.


	This essential new edition contains information on electronic product code (EPC) and the EPC global network, and explains near-field communication (NFC) in...
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Ada 2012 Rationale: The Language -- The Standard LibrariesSpringer, 2013

	Ada 2012 is the latest version of the international standard for the programming language Ada. It is designated ISO/IEC 8652:2012 (E) and is a new edition replacing the 2005 version. The primary goals for the new version were to further enhance its capabilities particularly in those areas where its reliability and predictability are of great...
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XML Hacks : 100 Industrial-Strength Tips and ToolsO'Reilly, 2004
This practical, roll-up-your-sleeves guide distills years of  ingenious XML hacking into a complete set of  tips, tricks,  and tools for web developers, system administrators, and  programmers who want to leverage the untapped power of XML.  If you want more than the average XML user--to explore and   experiment, discover clever...
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Successful Software Development (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2000
 A systematic approach to consistently successful software development.  

 In the age of the Internet, where software is more mission-critical than ever, it's no longer enough for your development projects to succeed some of the time. You need to deliver excellence, consistently—and you must do it faster than ever. 

...
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Canon 7D: From Snapshots to Great ShotsPeachpit Press, 2010

	This book has one goal: to teach Canon 7D owners how to make great shots using your camera. Starting with the top ten things you need to know about the 7D — charging your battery, setting your ISO, reviewing your photos, and more — professional photographer Nicole S. Young then carefully guides you through the modes of the camera,...
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Thinking in C++, Vol. 2: Practical Programming, Second EditionPrentice Hall, 2003
Best selling author Bruce Eckel has joined forces with Chuck Allison to write Thinking in C++, Volume 2, the sequel to the highly received and best selling Thinking in C++, Volume 1. Eckel is the master of teaching professional programmers how to quickly learn cutting edge topics in C++ that are glossed over in other C++ books. In...
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SQL All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	SQL is the internationally recognized standard language for dealing with data in relational databases. Developed by IBM, SQL became an international standard in 1986. The standard was updated in 1989, 1992, 1999, 2003, and 2008. It continues to evolve and gain capability. Database vendors continually update their products to incorporate the...
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Cacti 0.8 Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	Generally speaking, network management refers to the tasks associated with running a network, along with the software, tools, and technology required to support these tasks. One major part of running a network is to monitor the devices on it in order to know

	what is happening.


	One definition of network management from the...
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Designing a Structured Cabling System to Iso 11801 Second Edition: Cross-referenced to European Cenelec and American StandardsWoodhead Publishing, 2002
This book is presented as an aid for information technology (IT) managers, consultants, cable installation engineers and system designers who need to understand the technology of the subject and the vast panoply of standards that accompany it. The book is a design manual for structured cabling and explains the terminology and physics behind the...
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Beyond Point-and-Shoot: Learning to Use a Digital SLR or Interchangeable-Lens CameraRocky Nook, 2012

	There are two types of new photographers: those satisfied with their low-cost point-and-shoot cameras, and those more enthusiastic photographers who recognize the limitations of low-cost equipment and want to improve their pictures. No longer satisfied with simple snapshots, the enthusiast moves up to a more complex digital camera-one with...
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IT Service Management: A Guide for ITIL Foundation Exam Candidates Second EditionBritish Informatics Society Ltd, 2012

	ITIL® and IT service management have been practised successfully around the world for more than 20 years. ITIL® is a framework for IT service management and provides best management practice to meet ISO/IEC 20k. This guide introduces ITIL both to Foundation Examination candidates and to people simply looking to gain a practical...
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The Photoshop Book for Digital PhotographersNew Riders Publishing, 2003
Some people make their living with a camera, and for these people the maturation of digital photo technology means a significant shift in their trade. The Photoshop Book for Digital Photographers is for people who are already adept with a camera, and pretty much up to speed on the peculiarities of digital photography, too. The book teaches...
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